Fluorescence-guided surgery in cancer treatment: current status and future perspectives
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Surgery is an important treatment option for cancer patients. If all of the cancer cells can be surgically removed, the patient will be cured of that cancer (1,2). It is vital to obtain a negative tumor margin to achieve a successful cancer resection, as the presence of residual tumor cells after surgery is a major cause of tumor recurrence and leads to poor prognosis. Despite the extensive use of preoperative imaging techniques such as computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and positron emission tomography (PET), surgical margin positivity rate has not been improved significantly over the past several decades. Margin positivity rates for all types of cancers can only reach 60% for the best and in some cases reach 15% (3,4). This is primarily because cancer surgery still highly relies on the visual inspection and palpation of the surgeons as well as intraoperative histopathological analysis of frozen tissue specimen. The former approach is very subjective, and the latter method is very time-consuming.

Finding an objective and straightforward approach to guide the surgical procedure and to define tumor margin is no doubt very beneficial for both the surgeons and the cancer patients. In this endeavor, fluorescence-guided surgery (FGS) has attracted a lot of attention in the surgical oncological field. FGS is an intraoperative medical technique used to generate a real-time fluorescence image of the surgical region and guide the surgical procedure. Compared to conventional imaging techniques such as CT and MRI, FGS can provide real-time imaging during surgery, and it is much cheaper and much easier to operate. The amount of FGS-related publications has increased in recent years. Figure 1 is a survey based on Google Scholar search results, showing that the publication number of FGS-related study in 1990 was close to zero and the number increased to more than 850 in 2018. In the following, we would like to provide a brief overview of the current status of FGS and then discuss some perspectives about the future development of FGS. We also use FGS for liver tumors as a showcasing example to demonstrate the potential power of FGS in surgical oncology.

Technically, FGS requires two essential elements to operate, a fluorescence probe and an imaging device (3,5,6). The fluorescence probe is a chemical entity that absorbs light of a specific wavelength and emits light of a different, typically longer, wavelength. It is usually an organic molecule like a dye and can also be a biomacromolecule like a fluorescent protein or nanomaterials like quantum dots. Furthermore, to be suitable for FGS applications, the fluorescence probe needs to be able to accumulate in cancerous tissues. Though many fluorescent probes may fulfill the criteria mentioned above, the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) so far only approved a minimal number of fluorescence probes for clinical purpose.
Table 1 lists four commonly used probes in clinical studies and their structures and excitation (Ex) and emission (EM) wavelength, as well as photophysical properties (3). They are indocyanine green (ICG), methylene blue (MB), fluorescein sodium, and 5-Aminolevulinic acid (5-ALA). Among them, ICG is the most widely used probe in FGS. For example, a recent survey shows that in about 100 clinical FGS studies, 60% of studies utilized ICG as the fluorescence probe (3). ICG is a water-soluble near-infrared (NIR) probe with a molecular weight of 776 Da (7). The excitation wavelength is at 780 nm, and the emission wavelength is at 820 nm. These two wavelengths are outside the range of most tissue autofluorescence. Also, NIR beam has excellent tissue penetration as compared with the visible laser. ICG is also known as its high safety index and low allergic reaction rate. MB and fluorescein sodium are used much less frequently, though fluorescein is, in fact, the first ever used fluorescence probe in history. 5-ALA is a unique probe as 5-ALA is not fluorescent by itself. 5-ALA can induce the synthesis and accumulation of the fluorescent molecule protoporphyrin IX (PpIX) in epithelial and neoplastic tissues (8,9).

The imaging device is the other essential element in FGS. Though fluorescence imaging by itself can be considered as a mature optical technology, the FDA approved imaging systems for FGS are still limited. Experts in the field have pointed out that an ideal FGS system should possess the following six critical desirable features: (I) being able to overlay the white-light and fluorescence images in real time, (II) operation under ambient room lighting condition, (III) nanomolar-level fluorescence probe sensitivity, (IV) being able to analyze the image quantitatively, (V) simultaneous detection of multiple fluorophores in tissue, and (VI) maximized ergonomic use for open surgery (5). Several notable FGS manufacturer companies in today’s market are Novadaq Technologies, Hamamatsu Photonics, Fluoptics Minatec, Quest Medical Imaging, and VisionSense. These companies all have FDA approved systems to sell on the market. Among them, Novadaq Technologies is the leading manufacturer. The majority of FGS studies were conducted with Novadaq SPY system. The SPY system Novadaq utilized ICG as the fluorescence probe. It is the first FDA approved system and was FDA 510(k) cleared in 2005. New
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Figure 1 The FGS related publications during the periods of 1990–2018. FGS, fluorescence-guided surgery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FDA approved fluorescence probe</th>
<th>Molecular structure</th>
<th>Excitation wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Emission wavelength (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indocyanine green (ICG)</td>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="ICG structure" /></td>
<td>780</td>
<td>820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methylene blue (MB)</td>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="MB structure" /></td>
<td>670</td>
<td>690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescein sodium</td>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="Flu structure" /></td>
<td>494</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-Aminolevulinic acid (5-ALA)</td>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="5ALA structure" /></td>
<td>380–440</td>
<td>620 (alkaline pH); 634 (acidic pH)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FGS systems according to the proposed essential, desirable features are being developed in recent years (3,5).

FGS so far has been used to treat a variety of cancers including head and neck cancer, breast cancer, lung cancer, esophagus cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma, gastric cancer, colorectal cancer, anal cancer, prostate cancer, penile cancer, and melanoma (3). We here would focus on its clinical use to treat liver tumor to showcase the power of FGS technique. First of all, a fascinating issue that we would like to point out is that the widely used FGS fluorescence probe, ICG, has been commonly used in clinical settings to estimate hepatic function since its FDA approval in 1954 (7,10). Such use can date back to 1954. Later, surgeons began to use ICG to image and visualize hepatobiliary structures. In recent years, ICG-based FGS technique begins to emerge as a useful tool in liver tumor surgery. Scientists have found that ICG can accumulate in the cancerous tissues in the liver and displays some unique fluorescence image patterns depending on liver cancer differentiation. As shown in Figure 2, the fluorescence patterns of liver tumors could be classified into three types. Type I indicates relatively uniform fluorescence distribution throughout the whole tumor region. Type II shows inhomogeneous fluorescence distribution throughout the tumor region. Type III is characterized by rim fluorescence, in which cancer tissues are negative for fluorescence, but the area surrounding the tumor is positive for fluorescence. Type I pattern is closely related to all well-differentiated hepatocellular carcinoma. In contrast, type III pattern is closely associated with poorly differentiated hepatocellular carcinoma and colorectal liver metastasis (10). Such information will be beneficial for the doctors to guide surgical procedure and to predict prognosis. Surgeons also find FGS is very useful when visual inspection and palpation are limited, for example, when locating subcapsular lesions during liver surgery with a laparoscope. Furthermore, FGS is very useful for liver segmentation. Liver segmentation is essential during liver surgery to better reserve liver function. Identifying hepatic boundary in many cases can be very challenging even for experienced surgeons. FGS could offer a better guide than conventional tools (10,11).

The past decade no doubt has witnessed significant progress in the clinical application and technical development of FGS. There are still many rooms for further advancements on the FGS technology. The first perspective is about the new developments for the fluorescence probe. Though ICG is widely used as fluorescence probe in FGS field, its performance in tumor detectability is not very good and varies significantly from case to case. For example, in liver tumor treatment, the tumor detectability can range from 100% to 67% (10). This is likely because ICG is a passive tumor-targeted probe. Now smart tumor-targeted probes like enzyme/microenvironment-activated probes and receptor-targeted probes are emerging in the field (6). FGS with currently available probes is still suffering from background noise interference. The targeted smart probe may eventually solve this drawback. These smart probes will possess a recognition moiety in its structure and can bind onto cancer-specific receptor and could potentially lead to a significant increase of the surgical removal of cancer. Another type of novel targeted probes is a sprayable targeted probe. These types of probes can make the clinical use of the probes very convenient. It can be applied onto the region of interest by a simple spray, avoiding system or oral administration. The second perspective is about the further development of an imaging device. We envision that for the high-end product on the FGS market, integration of artificial intelligence (AI) to an FGS system can be an attractive direction to explore. An AI-empowered FGS system could help the surgeon to make an objective and standardized surgical decision. We also envision that for the low-end product on the FGS market, a portable and low-cost system would be very beneficial for the low-income countries or regions. Currently, a commercial FGS system could cost more than $200,000. An FGS system could be built using cheap parts with a cost as low as $3,200 with decent performance (12). The third perspective is about

Figure 2 Fluorescence imaging patterns of liver cancers with various differentiation.
the integration of complementary analytical tools to further improve the decision-making capability of FGS in the surgical removal of cancer. FGS currently is not the silver bullet to determine the surgical margin of cancer. If other analytical tools can work together with FGS, the rate of positive margin may be reduced significantly. For example, a scientist can combine FGS with mass spectrometry (MS) (13), FTIR spectroscopy, and Raman spectroscopy (14) to further empower FGS. In the future, we may see MS-guided surgery, FTIR-guided surgery, and Raman-guided surgery as merging tools in cancer treatment. The integration of these analytical techniques may eventually lead to precision surgery in cancer treatment.
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